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In upcoming titles, scholars, activists, and pastors take on racism, climate crises, social change, politics, and mental health. In fiction, love for God is, as always, written into the ending.
Religion and Spirituality Books Preview: May 2021
Companies will need to find solutions that do not require consumers to make difficult choices that often leave them feeling guilty, says.
The end of the trade-off
The problem of maintaining balance in international payments, and of adjusting policies to restore it when it has been lost, is under constant discussion among senior government officials. Our ...
Maintaining and Restoring Balance in International Trade
U.S. policy makers should look to the future with a little more confidence and a lot more trust in trade, markets, and the superior potential of a free people.
China Is a Paper Dragon
Compete with thousands of Investopedia traders and trade your way to the top! Interact with other traders from diverse backgrounds and experiences, and learn the methods behind their trades to ...
Stock Market Game
Two of the most significant private collections of Chinese material are coming together to be sold at Sotheby's in what is sure to be a landmark auction. "China in Print and Paper" includes the ...
China in Print and on Paper at Sotheby's
Reading the technicals has become more important than ever with the advent of machine trading. The statisticians tell us that computers are responsible for more than 80% of all trades. This leaves us ...
Trade Castor Maritime Like a Machine Through Its Breakout Bid
John Means Braves The MLB trade deadline is still months away, but it is never too early to talk about how the Braves can improve. This team has holes, and if they want to 2021 MLB Trade Deadline, Atl ...
Atlanta Braves Way Too Early Trade Deadline Targets: John Means
Ellis makes the case for how the UK could model its post-Brexit trade and investment partnerships along the BRI route.
How the UK Can Look to China’s Example in Developing New Global Trade Ties
Harpercollins, Hachette, Simon and Schuster and Penguin Random House are four of the world's most prolific book publishers. In the first three months of 2021, they have experienced very strong ...
Major Publishers are selling a ton of ebooks in 2021
Several Dallas City Council candidates are activists who want to make an impact not just through protests, but by shaping policy inside city hall.
'We Need Tangible Results': Dallas Activists Are Ready To Trade Protesting For A City Council Seat
President Xi Jinping is negotiating trade and investment agreements around the world, but the U.S. has grown allergic to such deals.
Op-ed: As China forges global trade ties, U.S. risks falling behind despite early Biden wins
Recent reports from the OECD and World Economic Forum show that digitalisation throughout the world has accelerated during the pandemic. In the third of a popular series of four webinars " From crisis ...
The impact of digitalisation on global trade debated in Atradius live virtual event
The establishment of trade associations and the Society of Authors brought about the founding of the Net Book Agreement (NBA) and hastened changes in copyright legislation. Technological advances and ...
The Edinburgh History of the Book in Scotland, Volume 4: Professionalism and Diversity 1880–2000
PRNewswire/ --® (CCG®), which includes eight of the world's leading providers of authentication, grading and conservation services for coins, paper money, comic ...
Certified Collectibles Group Bolsters Claim for Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices Against Globant
Updated: May 5, 2021 12:34 p.m. It’s difficult for Jean David Michel, co-owner of Megabrain Comics in Rhinebeck, to remember a time before he became enthralled with comic books. He still can vividly ...
How Megabrain Comics is rewriting the traditional comic book store
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The Abu Dhabi International Book Fair in the United Arab Emirates is scheduled for May 23-29 as a hybrid event, with both virtual events and a live exhibition at the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition ...
Abu Dhabi Book Fair to Hold Hybrid Event
Glatfelter's cash flow future looks bright. With 80% of sales coming overseas, a sliding dollar should pump results. High dividend yield is noteworthy.
Glatfelter: A Niche Engineered Paper Company Returning To Profitability
The European Parliament is to hold a vote next Tuesday on ratifying the EU-UK trade and cooperation agreement that defines post-Brexit relations with Britain, EU sources told AFP on Thursday.
European Parliament to vote on EU-UK post-Brexit trade pact
The NHL’s top Stanley Cup contenders welcomed new faces and waved goodbye to old teammates by the time the trade deadline concluded Monday afternoon. The Boston Bruins, New York Islanders ...
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